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IntroductionIntroduction

�� The philosophy, writing, and process of The philosophy, writing, and process of 
accreditation can be a daunting processaccreditation can be a daunting process

�� It need not be!It need not be!
�� Writing a self study is certainly a lot of workWriting a self study is certainly a lot of work
�� There are many resources available to help you There are many resources available to help you 

in this taskin this task
�� This talk will give you an overview of how to This talk will give you an overview of how to 

approach the accreditation process approach the accreditation process 
�� I will also detail the need for accreditationsI will also detail the need for accreditations

Philosophy of a Residency ProgramPhilosophy of a Residency Program
�� It is to be an It is to be an educationaleducational experienceexperience
�� It is highly structuredIt is highly structured

�� Meets training specifications for Meets training specifications for didacticdidactic and and clinicalclinical experienceexperience
�� Ensures that there is adequate staff, didactic training, resourcEnsures that there is adequate staff, didactic training, resources, es, 

and clinical opportunities for training in placeand clinical opportunities for training in place
�� Clearly specifies the expectation for successful completion of Clearly specifies the expectation for successful completion of 

the programthe program
�� Clearly specifies criteria for successful completion of classes,Clearly specifies criteria for successful completion of classes,

rotations, duties, and participationrotations, duties, and participation
�� Clearly specifies what will be done if expectations are not metClearly specifies what will be done if expectations are not met
�� Provides feedback to the resident for both satisfactory and Provides feedback to the resident for both satisfactory and 

unsatisfactory performanceunsatisfactory performance
�� Provides a mechanism by which the resident can evaluate the Provides a mechanism by which the resident can evaluate the 

program and the performance of the mentor without fear of program and the performance of the mentor without fear of 
retaliationretaliation

How to Get AccreditedHow to Get Accredited

�� Follow the Self Study Writing GuidelinesFollow the Self Study Writing Guidelines
�� Use the Self Study TemplateUse the Self Study Template

�� All points to be addressed are bulletedAll points to be addressed are bulleted
�� Get examples of existing accredited Get examples of existing accredited 

programsprograms
�� Ask for help !Ask for help !
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Where is this Information?Where is this Information?

The CAMPEP The CAMPEP 
webpage: webpage: 

www.CAMPEP.orgwww.CAMPEP.org

From AAPM Webpage…

What is on the CAMPEP webpage?What is on the CAMPEP webpage? How Much / Where to send the How Much / Where to send the 
application fee (NEW!)application fee (NEW!)

MPCEC Representative
Jacqueline Ogburn
One Physics Ellipse
College Park, MD 20740
phone - 301-209-3346
fax - 301-209-0862
jackie@aapm.org

A fee is charged for each
application and re-application 
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Where are the Self Study Writing Where are the Self Study Writing 
Guidelines?Guidelines?

�� www.CAMPEP.orgwww.CAMPEP.org

What is in the Guidelines?What is in the Guidelines?

Most attention is 
focused on Topic 3. 

HOWEVER, other 
sections hold 
important 
information about 
the entire process.

What else is on the CAMPEP What else is on the CAMPEP 
webpage?webpage?

Application 
Template !

New Template: New Template: 
Follows Section 3 of the GuidelinesFollows Section 3 of the Guidelines
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Section 3: Section 3: 
Guidelines for Guidelines for 
the Self Study the Self Study 

DocumentDocument

Newly updated, Newly updated, 
bulletedbulleted

http://campep.org/res.asphttp://campep.org/res.asp

Portion of the TemplatePortion of the Template

Sample ProgramsSample Programs
�� www.aapm.org/meetings/ResTrainingWkshp.aspwww.aapm.org/meetings/ResTrainingWkshp.asp

Final ThoughtsFinal Thoughts
�� The self study is a clear description of all The self study is a clear description of all 

program expectations.program expectations.
�� It defines all aspects of the program.It defines all aspects of the program.

�� How residents will be selectedHow residents will be selected
�� What they will be expected to doWhat they will be expected to do
�� How they will be evaluatedHow they will be evaluated
�� How they will evaluate the program and mentorsHow they will evaluate the program and mentors
�� What will happen if they fail to meet expectationWhat will happen if they fail to meet expectation
�� What facilities and faculty are available at the siteWhat facilities and faculty are available at the site
�� How program changes and improvements will be How program changes and improvements will be 

mademade
�� It will have the documentation to prove itIt will have the documentation to prove it
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Why do we need Accredited Medical Why do we need Accredited Medical 
Physics Residency Programs?Physics Residency Programs?

� We want the highest quality medical services for 
patients

� Accredited programs have been proven to work 
(in all fields)

� The 2012/2014 initiative (AAPM, ABR, 
CAMPEP) sets a hard deadline for formalized 
training in Medical Physics

Why do we need Accredited Medical Why do we need Accredited Medical 
Physics Residency Programs?Physics Residency Programs?

� We want the highest quality medical care for patients
It is one of the core missions of the AAPM

The mission of the Association is to advance the practice of 
physics in medicine and biology by encouraging innovative 
research and development, disseminating scientific and technical
information, fostering the education and professional 
development of medical physicists, and promoting the highest 
quality medical services for patients.

Why do we need Accredited Medical Why do we need Accredited Medical 
Physics Residency Programs?Physics Residency Programs?

� We want the highest quality medical services for 
patients

� Accredited programs have been proven 
to work (in all fields).

� The 2012/2014 initiative (AAPM, ABR, 
CAMPEP) sets a hard deadline for formalized 
training in Medical Physics

ABR Exam Pass RatesABR Exam Pass Rates
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Radiation Oncology Oral

First time Takers
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Med. Phys. Point/CounterpointMed. Phys. Point/Counterpoint

�� As of 2005, nine CAMPEPAs of 2005, nine CAMPEP--accredited residency accredited residency 
programs produced 54 graduatesprograms produced 54 graduates

�� 38 have taken the full certification exam 38 have taken the full certification exam 
�� 36 candidates passed the full board exam on the 36 candidates passed the full board exam on the 

first attemptfirst attempt
�� Thus the first time pass rate for graduates of Thus the first time pass rate for graduates of 

CAMPEPCAMPEP--accredited residency programs is 95%. accredited residency programs is 95%. 
�� The ABR physics pass rate is 52% for firstThe ABR physics pass rate is 52% for first--time time 

takers (2003 takers (2003 –– 2008).2008).

Med. Phys. 32(4):835-6, 2005

Why do we need Accredited Medical Why do we need Accredited Medical 
Physics Residency Programs?Physics Residency Programs?

� We want the highest quality medical services for 
patients

� Accredited programs have been proven to work 
(in all fields)

� The 2012/2014 initiative (AAPM, ABR, 
CAMPEP) sets a hard deadline for 
formalized training in Medical Physics

And Why do we have the And Why do we have the 
2012/2014 ABR Initiative?2012/2014 ABR Initiative?

�� We are back to the first reason again:We are back to the first reason again:

� We want the highest quality medical services for 
patients

SummarySummary
�� There is a demonstrated need for residency There is a demonstrated need for residency 

programs in Medical Physicsprograms in Medical Physics
�� Graduates from CAMPEP accredited Graduates from CAMPEP accredited 

residencies perform much better as documented residencies perform much better as documented 
by the ABR examinationby the ABR examination

�� The ABR will only allow individuals to sit for The ABR will only allow individuals to sit for 
the exam if they have completed a CAMPEP the exam if they have completed a CAMPEP 
program by 2012/2014program by 2012/2014

�� Will be difficult but the processes are in place or Will be difficult but the processes are in place or 
being developedbeing developed

�� II’’m optimistic! These challenges for residency m optimistic! These challenges for residency 
trained medical physicists can be mettrained medical physicists can be met


